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Chapter 1

‘. . . to the only wise God, through Jesus Christ, to whom be the
glory forever! Amen.’

T

he resonant, almost melodic, voice of the reader had at
last fallen silent. The ﬁnal syllables of the letter seemed to
hang for a few moments and then waft out into the humid air
of the Roman summer evening. All around the garden a silence
settled; a silence so profound that Phoebe heard, or at least
thought she heard, a solitary leaf part company from the plant
next to her and ﬂutter slowly to the ground. Only then did she
realise that she was holding her breath, and the odd tingling at
the end of her nose suggested that it was some time since she
had last remembered to breathe.
The reader hadn’t so much read the letter as performed it –
his voice thundering in the opening paragraphs, thoughtful and
careful in the middle, before dropping to a gentle, cheerful
greeting at the end. As she awaited the Romans’ response,
Phoebe’s anxiety grew and grew. In Corinth, Paul’s letters did
not – to put it mildly – meet with universal acclaim. The receipt
of a letter from Paul usually led to what the generous and gentle
Gaius euphemistically termed a time of ‘vibrant discussion’; a
‘discussion’ that often ended when one group or another walked
out and refused to return. So Phoebe had, unconsciously, held
her breath as she waited to discover what form the reaction
would take. She had prepared herself for almost anything,
except for this: a deep silence. The quiet was such that the
chirping of the cicadas felt stridently intrusive.
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Phoebe exhaled. Her breath came out as a harsh sigh, and in
the stillness, the sound echoed loudly, causing the people in
front of her to ﬂinch and look around in surprise. She felt her
neck redden in that all too familiar blush that would soon turn
her whole face into a beacon of embarrassment. In a well-used
defensive movement, she tried to shrink – withdrawing into
herself like the snails she used to prod in the garden as a child.
It wasn’t long before Phoebe realised the ﬂaw in her plan.
What she had never quite acknowledged, until now, was that
hunching down meant spreading out; taking up less vertical
space required more horizontal space. And there was none.
This garden, where she was standing, was crammed with
people. And not only the garden. The whole house was full of
people. Every conceivable space was full. People were even
hanging out of the windows that surrounded the garden,
suggesting that the private family rooms inside were similarly
full. Granted the house was not very big – it was much smaller,
in fact, than her beautiful villa in the sea port of Cenchreae,
overlooking the ever-shifting Aegean. It was exquisitely elegant,
but not big, and what space it did have was currently full to
bursting with human bodies.
During the reading of the letter, this press of humanity had
taken on a life of its own. Ripples of irritation or agreement, of
assent or outrage, had run through the crowd. As the letter
neared its end, and Paul had begun to send greetings to beloved
friends, passing acquaintances, and even total strangers, the
ripples around the crowd had announced more clearly than
words could have done where each person was to be found. The
house was so full it almost felt as though the assembled
company had to breathe together, just as they appeared to react
together to what Paul had written.
As a result, rather than deﬂecting attention, Phoebe’s attempt
to appear smaller was attracting it. As she shrank from what
she took to be annoyed faces, she took up more room; shoving
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an elbow in one direction and a shoulder in another, and sending up a ﬂurry of tuts as those around her expressed their
discomfort into her burning ears. She gave up, then, and let the
full heat of her embarrassment ﬂood over her.
Up until now she had done so well in keeping her anxieties in
check, though, if she was honest, since she had landed at Ostia,
there had been no need for her many concerns. During the long
and tedious hours aboard ship from Corinth, she had played in
her mind the many possibilities of what could go wrong: being
unable to work out how to get to Aristobulus’ house, getting
lost, losing the precious letter, ﬁnding herself in the middle of a
riot, having all her money stolen, being captured and sold as a
slave in a far-ﬂung part of the empire. No scenario – no matter
how unlikely – had remained unimagined. It was only when a
performing bear broke free from its chains, consumed Paul’s
letter in one saliva-laden gulp before squashing the breath out of
her body by sitting down on her suddenly, that she allowed
herself to consider that maybe . . . just maybe . . . her imagination had run away with her.
It had come as a relief – if also a slight anticlimax – to
discover that Paul’s network of messages and messengers had
ensured, not only that she was expected, but that a small slave
boy, with eyes as bright as a bird, had been in the port at Ostia
waiting for her, and had proceeded to organise her journey to
Rome with an endearing, if slightly comical, assurance far
beyond his years.
A low-throated chuckle distracted her for a moment from
the heat of her embarrassment. She turned and looked into a
pair of sparkling eyes, brimming with life and energy. They
belonged to a diminutive woman whose body seemed far too
small to contain the life within. Her face was lined with age,
but in such a way that hinted at adventures undertaken and
challenges faced. Her clothes were well made but also well
worn. It was her hands that gave the most away. These were
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hands of hard labour, gnarled and misshapen from years of
plying a trade.
‘You’d think we’d be used to it by now.’
‘To what?’ Phoebe’s bemusement showed on her face.
‘This,’ she gestured to the crush. ‘We Romans are always
crammed together no matter where we are. And you’d think
we’d get used to it. But we don’t. A crowd like this makes us
grumpy, and we never have time to recover our good humour
before we plunge into another horde. I loved Corinth for that.
It might have quite a reputation for certain things, but it felt so
spacious after Rome. Aquila loved living there – and would
have stayed if we hadn’t had to travel on to Ephesus with Paul
– but, perversely, I pined away for the very thing I hate most
when I’m here. The people, the noise, the hustle and bustle, the
grumpiness . . .’
As she chattered on, it slowly dawned on Phoebe who this
was. Prisca had been well known in Corinth and Phoebe had
heard many stories about her. Prisca’s chatter had had two
effects. One was that she had broken the deep silence in a much
more natural way than Phoebe’s noisy sigh had done, causing
the gentle murmur of conversation to begin rippling through
the crowd. The other was that it had turned Phoebe’s attention
outwards, so that her embarrassment had fallen away.
She looked up and was now able to take in the crowd of
people in the house more fully than she had before. On one
level, the crowd of faces was comfortingly familiar. As in
Corinth, the people gathered together in this place had skin
tones of various shades of brown, from the paler bronze of
those who originated in Greece and Italy, through the darker
shades of those from Galilee, Judea, and Egypt, to a very few
faces the deep rich brown of those from Nubia. As she looked
around her, she calculated that there weren’t quite as many
people here as she had ﬁrst assumed. There couldn’t be many
more than a hundred. It was the small size of the house that
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made it feel as though there were more. Before a question had
even half formed in her mind, Phoebe found Prisca answering
it.
‘We don’t always gather like this. Have I mentioned how we
hate crowds? We only come together for special occasions – like
you do in Corinth. We just couldn’t agree who would get Paul’s
letter ﬁrst, so in the end it was fairest for us all to hear it at the
same time. Not everyone could come, of course, as it’s the third
day of the week and none of us Christians has a house quite big
enough for everyone – not like Gaius’s beautiful home in Corinth
– so we “borrowed” Aristobulus’s house for the evening.’
Phoebe’s sense of shock must have been quite evident.
Prisca chuckled. ‘No need to look quite so surprised. Blaesus,
his steward . . . there,’ she pointed to a well-dressed and distinguished-looking person standing by the entrance to the garden,
‘is his favourite slave. Can’t be long now until he is due to get
his freedom, though I suspect he’ll be as sad to be freed as
Aristobulus will be to let him go. He has full use of the house
while his master is away – and Aristobulus is away a lot. So,
when we all need to come together, we often meet here, though
even this isn’t big enough for everyone. We decided that the best
thing to do was to hear the letter all together, then Stachys –
who you heard reading the letter out – will make copies, and
before you know it all the gatherings will have a copy. Then the
fun will begin.’
Phoebe frowned, her confusion revealing itself in the wrinkling of her forehead.
‘I suppose it does depend on what you count as fun,’ Prisca
conceded, ‘but you have to agree that Paul provokes the best
conversations. Agree with him or not, it’s hard not to have an
opinion on what he has to say. Once we have a copy, we can read
it again, talk about it, argue if we like. Then start all over again.
I’ve heard lots of Paul’s letters in my time, but never one quite
like this. I wouldn’t be surprised if people are still trying to
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work out what it means in a few months’ time. You can’t help
wondering whether even Paul knows what he means some of
the time. When he’s in the ﬂow, there’s no stopping him.’
‘Not much stopping you either,’ said a man from the other
side of Prisca. ‘The real reason we parted company with Paul
was so that some of the rest of us could get a word in edgeways.
The two of you together left precious little time for anyone else
to speak. You haven’t even introduced yourself, woman.’
Despite her embarrassment of a few moments before,
suddenly, and to her great surprise, Phoebe found herself laughing. She’d heard of Prisca and Aquila from her friends in
Corinth: of Prisca’s determination and Aquila’s laconic
humour; of Prisca’s passion and Aquila’s compassion. Aquila
was universally loved and admired. Prisca, as is the lot of strong
women, evoked a more mixed response. Still, loved or not,
everyone remembered her.
Prisca, so it was rumoured, had married ‘beneath her’.
Aquila, originally from Pontus in Asia Minor, was a tent-maker
like Paul; Prisca was from a more genteel family. That was why,
they said, she was always mentioned before Aquila. Now,
however, Phoebe pondered whether there might be other
reasons too. Prisca’s vitality seared her powerfully into the
memory. She could well imagine that when you thought of this
couple, Prisca would simply come to mind ﬁrst. She wondered
what it might have felt like to have the twin dynamos of Paul
and Prisca in Corinth at the same time.
Phoebe hadn’t been part of the community when they had
been in Corinth – come to that, she hadn’t even been a Christian
then either. That was a year she would never forget – the year
Gallio was proconsul – and the year when her carefully
constructed new life had begun to unravel. But no, she couldn’t
think about that now, her emotions were unreliable enough as
it was. She re-emerged into the present to hear Aquila, with a
formality as gently humorous as it was sincere, declaring:
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‘Phoebe, honoured deacon of the church and revered patron of
many, we welcome you to Rome. May you never know loneliness here. We, your brothers and sisters in Christ, stand ready
to help you in whatever you require.’
The applause that broke out all around her made Phoebe
realise that Aquila’s authority, quiet though it be, was strong,
and that their conversation was no longer private – if it had
ever been. She looked up to see two hundred or so inquisitive
eyes trained on her face. For the second time that evening,
Phoebe felt her neck ﬂush, but having learnt her lesson moments
before, this time she did not try to hide.
‘What we want to know,’ a voice called out, ‘is what is the
help that you need?’
‘When Phoebe is ready, she’ll tell us,’ Prisca said tartly, ‘but
now we need to go home.’ And, amidst the ensuing outcry,
Phoebe found herself guided skilfully through the press of
people and deposited outside in the gathering gloom.
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